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This paper is a continuation of our study of the decomposition of a co H-space 
with respect to a self map, begun in [4], where a general theory of such 
decompositions’was developed. If X is a co pace of finite type (for example the 
suspension of a space of finite type) f : X a self map, and p a prime or 0 the 
theory of [4] provides a collection of spaces XPcxj, one #for eachmonic irreducible 
polynomial p(x) E /p[x], and a map 
v:-- v Xp(x) 
PO) 
inducing an isomorp 
VP*: fiSX;~~p)---, @ A*(X,,,,; 
P(X) 
realizing the primary decomposition of 
&morphism 
/p) with respect to the en- 
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polynomial algebra. In [3] the construction of spaces realizing successively larger 
quotients of ti*( /p) was undertaken. Specifically the following spaces 
were constructed with the indicated cohomologies: 
x, = s’; H*(X*; Z/p) = E[L] 
x2. I ; H*(Xz.,; Z/p) = E[L, P’L] 
X 2.P 
(OBS: These spaces we: e denoted by Xi, i = 0, I, 2,Il in 131.) ‘We will begin by 
interpolating spaces X2., 1 < r < p, between Xt. 1 and X2,, with cohomology 
H*(X,.r; Z/p) 3 J[L, PIL] ~z/P[PP’L]/((SP’L)r), 
realizing intermediate c tiotients cf H*(K(Z, 3); Z/y). These spaces are related to 
each other and to K(Z 3) by maps c 
inducing the obvious homomorphisms in Z/p cohomology. Each of these spaces 
carries a homology Z/b - 1) action lifted up from multiplication by a primitive root 
mod p acting on the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space. 
We next apply a proc&ure we call “spreading out the cohomology” (by 
comparing the degrees of generators in (1.2) an*d (1.4) it will become clear that the 
ciohomology of E, and E,, , has many more gaps than that of X1 and X,.,) by passing 
to the 3 connective fibrings &, E2,, of the spaces X,, X2.+ The homology Z/(I) - 1) 
actions lift to the spaces E,, E2.,, and after suspending these spaces we can apply 
the decompktion theorem of [4] to obtain eigenspaces of the action. In this way 
we obtain many spaces realizing small cyclic modules over the Steenrod algebra, 
such as for example V(1) (see [12]). By analyzing the cell structure of these spaces 
we are able to construct a number of interesting relations and elements in the stable 
omotopy of spheres, Moore spaces and V(PZ) spaces. 
There are two appendices ;to the present study. The first is concerned with the 
following simple problem. 
abelian group and X ice space. Constr ct in a “natural” 
aP x lnl --+ x, sue at 
; A ) for 0 3: i d I?, 
1 = 
for i 3 4 
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a solution is given by the homology decompositiorz of X (see for 
The case of finite coeficients occurs rqeatedly throughout our study. 
In all cases of interest it was possible to give an ad hoc modification of the 
homology decomposition that would sufhce for our purposes. However these ad 
hoc arguments were beginning to get out of hand, so we decided to write the first 
appendix which solves the problem for simply connected X and A = 
also worked out a solution using a p-complete version of the homolo 
tion on the p-completion of X, however in the interest of simplicity we present a 
construction in the framework of classical homotopy theory. 
The second appendix describes the notation inspired by organic chemistry (atoms 
and bondings) we adopt for indicating cell structure > and Steenrod algebra actions 
on modules with few elements.. 
The second author would like to thank the Math stics Section of the Universitk 
de Get&e for their kind hospitality during the s 975 and I976 when 
portions of this work were done. 
Despite the untimely death of George E. Cooke in November of 1976 the second 
author hopes to bring to a more conclusive point the constructions of spaces 
realizing small quotients of H*(K(Z, 3); Z/p) begun by George E. Cooke in [3] and 
continued in collaboi.ation with him from early 1974 until his death, of which a 
portion is presented herein. 
interesting coho 
In-this section p will denote a fixed odd prime. We use the notation 
gP”-’ . . 
TpP’ for y1 >O. 
pm = 
1 for n = 0. 
for :he basic iterated Steenrod operation mod p. Note deg Pm = 2p” - 2. Recall 
that [1] 
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tal class. (Note that deg ,W% =degPP’+3=1+2@-1)+3=21p+l).)Thesys- 
tern is stable when r = 1 but not otherwise. 
rem 1.1. In dimensions less than or equal to 2r(p + I) + 2 
f or r= I,...,p-1; and hence there is a space Xz,r (namely a 2r(p + 1) f 2 
p-normal section of Y, ; :ee the Appendix for a discussion of p -normal sections) and 
a map X2,, G I$, such 1 taat 
Iryx,., ; Zip) = E[u, P’u]~Elp[pP’u]IiPP’u) 
where u = q f~ (where we have written qr for q, 1 X2. J. 
rmf, Consider the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence [ll] (write H*( ) for 
-W( ‘, Up )) 
Es =$s H*(Y:.) 
Ez = Tar H”(K(I;2r(p+l:)) (H*(K(% 399, n/p) 
for the f&r-e square Y,. By computations of Cartan and Serre [l] 
H *(K(H, Zr(p + I))) = Sk, Pf, PP;, etc.]. 
The -nap <p? is the tensor product of the map 
(/~P’L)’ -j 
and a map 
S[P’“b, PPL f n # 0, 1] c-c [Pf, @P’j, etc.]. 
The 6 term is therefore the tensor product of 
to compute, and 
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fr = min{2p2, %r(p + 1) + 2p - 1) 3 2r(p + I) + 2, 
with equality only for r = p - 1. Degree considerations show there are no differen- 
tials thru total degree 2rp@ + l)+ 2p(p - 1) and hence ’ 
Jf*(Y,;P/p)= [u, p’u, pP'u]/(pP'u)' 
thru dimension t, and the result follows. 0 
We turn next to a construction of an analogous space Xz,p satisfying 
H*(xz# ; Zfp) = qu, P’u, pP’u]f(pP’u 5”. 
To this end introduce the stable two stage Postnikiev syste 
A w L(H/p,2p2+2p - 1)x L(Z,2p2+2p -I- 1) 
K(R,p,ip2 + 1’ ,z K(H/p,2p2+2p - 1);; K(H,2p2+2p + 1) 
where 
and 
x E f.pp2+2p+l 
wp, 2p 2 + 2p - 1; up )9 
y E f..pP2+2F+l (z,2p2+2p + l;E/p), 
j E ff2p’+$z/p, 2p2 -t I; Zfp), 
are the fundamentai classes, and we have used the fact that PP’pi is the reduction 
of an integral class. The Z/p cohomology of A may be computed from the 
calculations of Cartan and Serre [I] by the method of 10; Section 4,5] and we find 
“P,;” 
/ / 
;: 3) ‘p6 
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P’PPP’6 = 0, 
P1/3PPP’6 = (/3PIL)p, 
/3P’/3PPP’6 = 0, 
hence there is a dotted lift. Introduce the fibre square 
r, --9 PA 
YP I I % 
W, 3) --+ A 
‘PP 
where PA i A is the path space fibration. Note 
SO 
<p ZP, = BP’P’C, 
CpzP’j = P’pPpP’g~ = (pP’~)p. 
.2. In dimen* ions less than or equal to 2p2 + 2p -I- 2 = 2p 0, + 1) -I- 2 
H*~Y,;Hlp)=E[~r,P’u]~H/p[~P’u]l!pP’u) 
and hence there is a space X2,p and a map Xz,, +B Yp such that 
HyX2.p; Up) == [~,~‘~]~~lp[p~lu]I(P~‘u)p, 
where u = q *pi_ 
oof. Consider the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the fibre square 
as in the proof of (4.1) note that 
allows from degree considerations. Cl 
g construction of X 
atter of convenience. 
ere is 
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roof. Consider first the case r < p - 1. There is the lifting problem 
X2.r qr 3 K(Z, 3) 
and observe from (4.1) and the definitions thar 
q:+* : H*(K(B, 3); i?!)-, H*(&.r+l; z, 
is an isomorphism thru dimensions 2(r + l)(p + 1). ence the fibre of q,+l is qt least 
2(r T l)(p + 1) - 2 connected, so all the obstructions lie in zero groups. For 
t = p - 1 the fibre has classes in dimensions 2j7@ + 1) - 2 and 2p@ + 1) that are 
potential obstrucf ions, however 
w 2p~+‘)-2(x2.p_*; q = H2P@+‘~(x~,p_*; Z) = 
so as before all obstructions vanish for degree reasons. 0 
e existence of X2,, has allso been dt:monstrated by 9. Ewing, 
J. Harpur and C. Glkerson, all independently. In fact they show XZ,P is an 
H-space, and Harpur shows [I] it is a factor of the exceptional group F4 when p = 3. 
emark. The Cartan-Serre relation 
P’fw% = (fP’L3p, 
amental class, s 
2-r J t is 
. 
P ’ 9 
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Theorem 1.4. H ‘(Ez, , ; Up) -= E[Z, Py ] @ Up [y I, where 
and the 
cteg 2, = 2r(p + 1) - 1, 
deg y = 2~‘~ 
dleg/3y =2p2i 1, 
action of the Steenrod algebra is given by 
P’y = 0, PPy = 0, PP’y = yq 
i 
PYi I’= 1, 
PPZ, = 
0; 04 herwise, 
pcp”z, =o; P 9 I., 
6 
ZP; 
p == P, 
p’ Py = I 
t 0; otherwise, 
PPy = 0, Pq3y ‘= 0, 
the unstability conditions, ;-;lnd the Cartan formula. 
Proof. The map (write H*( ) for H*( ;a/~)) 
4: : H*(K(% 3))+ tI*(x,,,; H/p) 
is epic with kernel and Bore1 ideal generated by 
P%, pP5 ; n#O,l 
whence the usual change of rings argument [9] [lo] applied !o 
gives an isomorphism to 
and hence the EZ term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the fibration 
is given by 
s-‘Pink 1 n f 0, l), 
63 
EZ = s-“pP’“L 1 h ,4 0, I], 
63 
-1 
. 
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The firs: differentia1 is dp-‘, given by 
dp-‘( yp (s -lPfnL)) = - s -‘/3P@-PkL, 
= - s--Iflpy, 
and so one computes 
( 
z/p[s-‘P1% 1 n# o,l]/(s-‘P”‘L)p 
Ep = 09 
E[s-“/3PPP1~, s-‘(/~P’L)‘]. 
Thus Ep = E, for degree reasons. Set 
Z, = S-‘(PP’Q E H2’@+‘)-*(E2,~; H/p) 
y = s-‘(P*@ E HZp2(E2, r ; z/p). 
The formula 
p(s-_‘P’2&) = s-‘pP% 
shows that (N-B. [9, Section 4.41) 
PY = s-‘/3P% E HZp2+‘(E2,,; B/p). 
Note also that 
PPms-lPi~~ = s-‘p’m+l‘, 
so that (N.B. [!I, Section 4.4!j 
Ypa = pps a . . pp’y 
and hence 
~/p[s-‘P’~~ 1 n # O,~]/(S-‘P%)~ C E, 
stacks up to 
UP[Y] c H*(&r ; Up). 
The Adem relations 
P’(J3PPP’b) = (/3P’L) 
yield the formulas 
p’y = zr, r= P, 
PPZr = y, r= I. 
There are no other Steenrod operations; in particular Pp2pY = 0 wLch may 
by setting 
A =pP’-P’fi 
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and recalhng the Ackjrn relation 
PP” 
Appi~+~g this when it = p* gives 
p”py = ppp’y - dpp2-‘y 
=Py" - A (0) = 0 
ecause Pp2-’ belongs to the subalgebra generated by 43’ and Pp so must vanish on 
y for degree reasons andi iI3 is a derivation. D 
2. omorphisms alpd a 11 application 
e rrext introduce en lomorphisms of the spaces E2,r r = 1, _. . , p to which the 
decomposition theorem L4] is applicable. The fractured pieces have interesting cell 
structures from the vievlpoint of stable homotopy theory. 
To this end let E E H reduce to a generator of Z/p’. The commutative diagram 
(for r < p ; the case r = p is similar and left to the reader) 
Y, 
f,' / 
/ 1 4r 
x, K(Z,3) .A K(Z, 2r@ + 1)) 
4r 
I/ 
& / & 
93) 7 
nes the dotted map f which by p-normal approximation (see Appendix I) 
defines a map 
s that 
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From the commutative diagram 
we obtain upon passing ta fibres a map 
* fE . 2.r + E2,r, 
such that 
_f* : H”(E2,, ; Z/P)--+ W*(E,., ;z/p) 
is determined by 
f*Y = EY, 
Therefore cf*)p-’ = 1 and applying [4, Section ‘1.21 we obtain a mod p 
tion 
=%.r =‘ii1 ( EZ, r)et 
i=l 
into eigenspaces of fi 
These eigenspaces are ii teresting from several points of view. We will take this 
up In earnest in the next section, and we close this section with a single example 
using EZ. p. 
The cohomology module H*(E2,p ; 
periodicity being given by multiplicati 
block of ‘one period and Iowest degree is given by 
G.E. Cooke, L. Smith 
class yp-l Zpyp-2 Y z(p-l) ZPY 
zp-3 
degree 2p’(p - 1) 2p2(p-1)+2p-1 4p2(p - 1) 4p2(p - 1)+ 2p - 1 
so that we obtain: 
ropositisn 2. I. Let p bc L n odd prime. Then there exists a map (the “periodicity 
map” for the cell structcl e of (2 E2J1) 
P’ l s 2.p. 2p2@-1)-‘~ (I)+ V(l), 
such that the fuwtional operation 
Pp’f,, : R*(v(l); X/p)+ fi*(s2P2(P-‘)-‘v(1); Z/p) 
is an isamosphism. In othek wards, the mapping cone of P:., has the htqmotopy type of 
In [ 153 Tod;l studies a similar map he calls yrll for primes p > 5 (see in particular 
p. 235 line 2 and the proposition that follows) defined by the diagram 
where r is the basic map whose mapping cone is (3). He then goes on to note that 
pi can defined by special arguments when p = 5. Our (1.5) has the ~1 vantage 
at it 
t exception. Let y E ~;p2(p_,J_2p I be define 
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From the results of Zahler and Thomas [17] we then obtain 
t3@ = ')pl E dp2(p-l)-zp-1 is a non -zero m ulti,ple of a! 1 
p with generator a&+) III 
Continuing with our examination of the skeletons of (x &J1 observe that the 
Z/p cohomology of the first p - 1 periods is elermined by t 
PP2 
P 
V(I) _- . . . ?p:! 
there being p - 1 copies of V(l). The Adem relation for (Pp2)p shows (Pp’)’ E 
d*(P’, Pp) and since both P :nd Pp vanish on the tottom &ass it is impossible to 
attach another V(1) to the top (or bottom) of this stable complex with a non-zero 
functional PPf operation. Thus we have established the following cohomological 
results and attendant homotopy theoretic co’1sequenrxe. 
Proposition 2.3. For 0 G r G p - 1 the module 
E[ Qo, QI] @ Up [~p2]/(~p’)’ 
over the mod p Steenrod algebra is realizable by a suitable skeleton of (2 I%,,)‘. 0 
The module over the Steenrod algebra mod p 
E[Qo, Q,] cozlp[~p2]I(J’p2) 
cannot be realized. 0 
Corollary 2.5. The To bracket 
(E,,, l * l , P:.p) E 
-P- 
is defined and does not contain zero. 0 
This completes our initial discussion of the eige 
The elements Pi. 
q = 2(p - I), 
2p3@-1)-2 j/(p) (?.p)p 
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3. The spaces (x E2. ,)* : Ii < r < p - 1; applications 
The ,2/p cohomology of the spaces E 2. r was computed in (1.4) and in Section 2 
an endomorphism f : Et., + &,, was constructed, such that Q*)p-’ = id. The + 1 
eigenspace of H*(Ez.,; Z/p) is periodic with period 2p2(p - 1); the periodicity is 
given by multiplication with yP-’ E pi 2P~-‘)(E2, r ;Z/p). The firsIt two periods are 
determined by the diagram 
Diagram I: 
class: z,y p-r-’ Y 
p-1 y P-‘py *,y 2p-r-2 
Y 
zp-2 
deg: q(p* - rp) i- 2~ - i p’q q(2p2-rp)+2r--1 2p2q 
where q = 2(p - I). The corresponding cell structure for (x E2,,)’ looks stabely as 
follows: 
Diagram II: 
1 
p2 r 
-‘- __ 
F P 
/- 
,' -\ P P 
G’----*A 
L-2&_- 
“a.-‘-____ ._. 
or 
Basic bloc1 
stable dim 0 rpq - 2 + 1 qP2 qp’i-rqp-2r+l 
Tlhe map 
6 E nqp-z,(v(o), V(O)) 
is essential for the understanding of one “block” of the cell structure (the ‘“basic 
b&k”), and the map Pi., for understanding how these basic blocks are put 
together. Tae foilowing fundamental fact will be the basis of our discussion of these 
maps. 
a [ 141. There is no complex whose mod p Steenrod algebra action is 
giue9 by the diagram 
(Tne “Forbidden Complex”) 
In the noiations fireceding, t5e attaching map 8, must be non-zero in 
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Proof. If 8,. - 0, then stably 
P:,r: sqp2-’ + V(0) v ~rqp-2’+‘v(o) 
and the mapping cone of the composition 
sqp2-’ * V(0) v : I rq’-2r+*v(0) -+V(0) 
gives a complex with cohomology structure 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Consulting a good set of Japanese tables (such as 1131 [S] [16]) allows & to be 
dc :ermined in several different wais. 
Lemma 3.2. Let B :., = V(O) Uo, c S w-2rV(0) be the stable basic block of (x Ez, J’. 
Then the cell structure of B i,, is given by the dialpram 
except perhaps 
l’$O(p) on, the bottom 
block 
l”+O@) 
stable dim: 0 rpq-2r+t=r(pq-2)+11 
Proof. We use the fact 
?r;&q+., = 0 3’ 4?q_+-1 
0 * 
Trpq-2r = Z/p with generator pi. 
The rpq - 2r + I cell is attached to t 
W-2’._____* ?+? 
I 
except perhaps 
on the pth 
block; ie on 
. all but the 
top block of 
the first group 
of blocks 
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By (*) it attaches only to So by a multiple of p ;. The r(P4 - 2) + 2 cell is then 
attached by a map 
SW++ __, &W-2’+’ u *,&‘) U&l 
or diagrammatically 
* 
rpq-Zr+l i” P ---C 1’6, 
1 rpq-2r+l 
Squeeze the bottom cell t $1 a point to get 
S gq-2r+l+pr9-20s v s’. 
The cohomology structure gives the attaching map on the top cell as p ; condition 
(*) on the 1 cell as VP;. FirMy by (*) and a cofibration argument we see SW-2r+1 
does not attach to the 0 ce.k Thus 
and it remains to show 1’3” $0 rnoc~ P. 
To this end note that the low dimensional stable cell cohomology structure of 
(c Ez.,)’ ’ is partially determined and corresponds to the diagram 
ave 
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I 
PP Squeeze the bottom cell to 
a point giving t& map and 
complex. 
The middle Moore space does 
not attach to the new bottom 
ccell, so we may squeeze the mid- 
die Moore space to a point giving 
the Sp,anier Whitehead dual of 
the forbidden complex 
which is a contradiction. 
1’ = mod p : On all but the bottom block we can apply the Spanier-Whitehead dual 
of the preceding to the given block and the block to its left. 0 
Remark. Esthetic considerations suggest that in fact 1’ and I” # 10 mod p on all the 
blocks, so they are all homotopy equivalents to 
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Lemma 3.3. The composite 
+ 9’9~2)+2 
PI., 
> B;, 
. c 
is a nontero multiple of cu,p7-‘. 
Proof. The composite in question lies in [13] 7r~~,,~-rp~+~~-~ = Zip with generator 
cr&‘-‘. Assume the composite is zero. That means P:,, gulls off the top cell of B:,, 
and we can construct the complex 
/y-y-< 
0 r-l 3\ -2)+1 P24 
According to [13] &,2-, j+2r_2 = 0 so P’., compresses to the bottom V(0) where its 
mapping cone becomes the forbidden complex. C 
Proposition 3.4. The low dimensional cell structure of (x E2, 4’ is stabely given by 
Therefore the complex B:, U p;.,c xp2q-’ B l., gives a realization of Toda’s important 
relation (Y,@?= 0. 0 
4. The space (c EJ; al;plicatbns 
The cohomology of (2 E,,,)’ is determined by (1.4) and corresponds to the 
diagram 
B: p , 
+- Basic block -s- 
ined as an easy conseq ence of Toda’s 
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Lemma .I. The stable cell structure of 13 &, is given by the diagram 
The low cohomology structure gives : 
Proposition 4.2. There is a map 
81 E qq-z(V(O), V(O)), 
with non-zero functional Pp operation. a 
The mapping cone of & is the basic block B:,, and looking further at the 
cohomology gives. 
Proposition 4.3. There is a map 
such that the functional operation 
P$,: fi *(B :,,; Z/p; + H *(Xp2qB :,,; Z/p) 
. 
is an isomorphism. c) 
Consider the element 6 E 7r&,2-7~_1 defined by the diagram 
p24-1 
c B:,, pimp p Bt,, 
II 
s P24--1 
i 
c 
) SW 
Proposition 4.4. In the notations preceding, 6 E 7~S,~,t-,~_~ is a non-zero multiple of 
71 = (x1/$?-l* 
roof. According to [13] 7&,2-,j-1 = lp with generator yl = ah/&-l. Let 
e top cell. If 6 = 0, then 
and the mapping cone is the complex 
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Then c E &2. P) = Z/p genetated by /3P must be essential; otherwise in the 
preceding complex the qp - 1 cell can be squeezed out giving the forbidden 
complex. The Spanier Whiteheald dual of this complex is 
BI 
p”q- 1 
Note that as [8] 7r&3 = 0 the p’q - I cell attaches trivially to the 0 cell. By duality 
it is attached trivially to the q@ - 1) cell, so we can squeeze it out to get the 
complex 
dP 
e I _ 5 
showing p:+’ = 0 contrary v the calculations of Oka [8, Section 6.21. Therefore the 
original supposition that , . = 0 must be incorrect. 13 
CoroMy 4.5. 77re low d mensional stable cell structure of (x I&, J+* is given by the 
9 
-l- I’ . 7 
‘3 1 
This has a number of consequences, among which we mention the following matrix 
bracket results: 
0 E (@9 PA (p,‘) ’ Yl) 
0 E ((p, PJ), (p,‘) 9 Y’9 (P, PJh (p,‘) ’ - l l ’ YJ),_, 
where the subscript indicates the number of times the basic block of 3 terms 
the bracket. 
0.~ objective in this appendix is to redo the theory of normal decompositions of 
integra ology replaced by mod 
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Definition n. Let K be a l-connected cw comp1e.x of finite type and p a prime. A 
normal decomposition mod p of K is a filtration by l-connected subcomplexes 
K~CKJC***CK,C~~*C.K 
with union K such that 
H’(K,;Z/p)=O; r>n 
whcrs; i : K,, -+ K is the inclusion. If K admits a normal decomposition mod p we 
say that K is normal mod p, or p-normal, and K,,, is the n th p-normal section of K. 
Roughly speaking we wish to show that every mod h/ homotopy type contains a 
p-normal complex. More precisely we will prove: 
Proposition Al. Let K be a simply connected c’w comillex of ,finite type p a prime 
and n a positive integer. Then there exists a simply conwcted p-kxal cw complex Is?“~ 
of finite type and a m ,zp 
iI,, : KI"]-, K, 
such that 
H’(K[“‘; H/p) = 0; i > n, 
iTnl: H’(K; Z/p)-% H’(Kt”I;B,‘p); i G n. . 
Moreover this construction is natural in the following sense. Given a map 
g : K’+ K” there exists a diagram 
which commutes upon passing to Z/p cohomology. 
N.B. Suppdse that 
is a normal decomposition of K’ in the sense of Hilton for Z homo ogy . Examining 
the diagram 
0 
92 
readily shows two things 
lo : H.+I(K ; Up) 
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can be non-zero 
2’: H,,,(K,,;Z/p)-, Hn+,(K;Z/p) can fail to be iso. 
Therelore K,, need be neither an nth normal p-section nor an n + 1st normal p 
section of K. 
Recall that a map ’ : X + Y is called a p equivalence if 
f* : H*( Y; Z/p)+ H*(X; H/pi is an isomorphism. (N.B. p equivalence is not in 
general an equivalence r’elation; see [7].) 
Corollary A.2. bt L be z simply connected cw complex of finite type. Then there 
exists a p normal complex K and a p equivalence f : K + L. Moreover, if g : L’+ L” 
is a map between simply k gnnected cw complexes of finite type, then there exists a 
commutative diagram 
K’G, K” 
f ’ I I f ” 
L’ 6, L” 
where K’, K” are p-nwrmo?, f’, f” are p-equivalences, and G(KQC KZ. EI 
We will require several preliminary constructions before taking up the proof of 
(Al). To begin let 
pt : H*( ; X/p’)+ H*( ; Up) 
be the reduction map for t = 1,2, . . . and let 
?‘:H*( ;H)+H*( ;zjp) 
be the integral reduction map. For a cw complex K of finite type define a 
decreasing filtration 
F’H*(K; Up) = Irn(p[ : H*(K; Z/p’)+ H*(K; ~,fp)). 
It is im]~ortarat to note that as K is of finite type 
n F’H”(K; h/p) = Im{p : H*(K;k)-* H*(K;Z/p)} 
and that the filtration i5, stable in the sense that for each m there exists a t(m), such 
that 
F’H”(K;Blp,)= F”H*(K;Ejp); t 2 t(m) 
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Thus there is an isomorphism 
H”(K;Z/p) = @ E~Nm(K;TIp)~FwHm(K;Zlp). 
t=O 
Let 
I 
dimzIPEbHm(K;Z/p) 1 G t < t(m) 
d&n) = 
dimtl,F”Hm(K;H/p) t = t(m) 
and 
H 
Up @ l 43Up d,(m) factors 
G-3 
. . 
Wp” Cl3 .:*e*/p= ds (m ) factors 
Am = ’ e3 
. . . 
Z/P r’m)@ l . 9 @ Z/prcm’ dttm,(m) fat :ors 
@ 
-w3 l **@Z d t(mj+l(M) factors 
Lemma A.3. There is a map 
fm :K+K(Am,m), 
such thut 
fz: H’(K(Am,m);Z/p)+H’(K;H/p) 
is an isomorphism for i = n. and a monomorphism for i = m + 1. 
Proof. Choose a basis 
(u,, 1 I = 1,. . . , d(s); s = 1,. . . , i(m)+ 1) 
forH”(K;Z/p)suchthatu,,~F”,r=l,..., d(s) and their equivalence classes in 
F” IFS--’ are a basis s = 1,. . . , t(h), and Ul,t(m)+l,. l , ~d(t(m)+lt.t(m)+l is a basis for 
F c(m)+ 1 = FOD. Choose classes 
N”(K;Hfp”) lssSt(m), 
V&S E 
H”(K,Z) s=t(m)+l, 
reducing to u,, and let 
K(Z/p”; m) I. S s G t(m), 
fY:K-* 
) 
represent a,,.. The map 
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whose components are f:, 7 = 1,. . . , d(s), s = 1,. . . , t(m) + 1, is then the requisite 
map. 0 
Before proceeding further let us examine the limited naturality of this construc- 
tion. Suppose g : K ‘+ K” is a map of simply connected cw complexes of finite type. 
We propose to construct the dotted map 
such that upon pass@ tc3 Z/p cohomology the diagram commutes. To this end 
observe (with the obvic us prime, double prime notations) classes corresponding to 
u:‘, and 
where A, ,, E H. Now let 
H”(Ag,m;Z/p’) 1~s <t”(m), 
c ‘Zs E I H”(Ak,m;Z) s = t’(m)+ 1, 
H”(A&, m; Z,‘p”) 1 s s s t’(m), 
I ‘I E P. m 
H”(A&m;Z; s = t’(m)+ 1, 
be the fundamental uL.*. Note that as a 3 s, the classes ii,_ have well defined Z/p’ 
reductions, and hence the class 
c A,,i~., E H”(AJ,,m;Z/p”) 
u=s 
I *p”d(o) 
is well defined, modulo abuse of notations. The desired map G can now be defined 
by the requirement 
G *;‘I _ er.0 -- c && E H”‘(A& m;H/p”); 1 s s s t”(m)+ 1 crz=s 
I-=pcd(a) 
= c A p.rf(m)+l iLa(m)+I E H”(A~,m;Z); s = t”(m)+ 1. 
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Lemma 4. If K’, K” are simply connected cw complexes of finite type, p a prime, 
m a positive integer and g : K’-+ K” a map, then then1 exists a diagrum 
whs’ch commutes upon passing to Z/p cohomology. Cl 
N.B. From (A.3) it follows that the map 
G*:H*(A&m;Hfp)+H*(Ak;m;Z/p) 
given by (A.3) is unique. 
Introduce the fibre square 
K(m)--+L(Am,m --I) 
t 
err,’ 1 I 
K - K(A,,m) 
frill 
defining the space K(m) and the fibration 
The & term of the mod p Serre spectral sequence of this fibration looks as follows: 
H*(A,, m - I; B/p) 
m 
m-l 
m m-t1 
w*(K;Vp) 
where T is the transgression. By construction 
T : Hm-‘(A,, m -l;Z,lp)~H”(K;z/p) 
T~Hm(Am,~~l~H/~)~Hm+‘(K;~fp) 
and hence we find: 
Lemma A.5 With the notations preceding 
7b:: 
is an isomorphism for i C 
Yroof of (A.1). Define inductively 
,K(n =+ ‘I,. . . , n + m) = K(n + 1,. _. , m + m - l)(n + m) 
‘\ / 
K(n + 1,. . . , n + m - 1). 
There is then a convergent 120; 8.41 tower of fibratic IS 
K(n + l,...,n tm) 
5- 
. 
K(n + 1) 
J 
M 
and letting Krzl = K(n -;c 1,. . . ,m) with il,l : K”‘] + K the natural map, the result is 
immediate. 0 
Using the technique ~1’ localization a more elementary proof, in the spirit of [6, 
Section 81, of a localized version of CA.1) can be given. Specifically, 
Proposition A.6 Let K be a simply connected cw complex of finite type, p a prime, 
cw complex K f1 and a and n a positive integer. Then here exista LI simply connected 
map 
ifal : KY’-+ Kfpj, 
where X,, is the localization of K at p, sxh that 
HJKr’;Z/p)=O; i>n 
i[& : Hi (K$“‘; Z/p) s Hi (Kb,; Z/p) 
and moreover the construction is natural up to p local eguivaknce. 
Hi(K,,,;P)=Fj@T,; isO 
where F, is a free Q, module and Ti a finite abeGan p group. Choose Fq, F{ be free 
odules and a map d, : F’,‘-+ F: such that 
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and the requirement 
Using p lopal cells we can make a p loca1 cw complex &) such that its cellular chain 
complex is (C, ; 8 *}, and there is a map 
L-+ &P, 
inducing an isomorphism of QP homology. Moreover 
a*&-wp = 0 
by minimality, so H*(&,,; alp) = C,, and therefore the ra-skeleton .B&, of & is 
the required space. Cl 
Appendix 2: Diagrams for cell structures 
In discussmg cell structures it is convenient to introduce schematic representa- 
tions for attaching data. This hati already appeared to some extent in the preceding 
section. In an attempt to maximize the utility of such schematic representations, 
and minimize technical encumberances we will forgo an explicit definition in the 
general cnse. The following examples should suffice to allow a rigorous reconstruc- 
tion of our use of such diagrams here. 
Exarn~le 1. Suppose given elements Oi E ni, 1 G i s k. We say that a stable 
complex X has type 8,, . . . , Ok, schematically X is represented by: 
(3 @k 
a-----c_ . . . 0 * 
0 m 
where 
1 mk-l mk 
mi =i+ni iff X=S*Ue”lU.~.Ue”‘k 
and the attaching map for the jth cell 
(9i : Smf- L.LpS~U...~~~j-I 
when composed which the rztural collapse 
coincides with 
oj : sm,-1 = sj-l+n,+...+-n,+ 
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WunpJe 2. Suppose given a complex 
m ozo ml 
mk-l “k 
T T 1 
=x 
J 
and a sequence of maps 
fi:Sn+SoLWVJ~4Jemi i=O,...,k 
schematically 
I ei 
fi 
0 T--r 
s” 
Let (remember we are in the stable category or range) 
f =To+***+j$ :s=+x 
where fi is the composke 
snAsou l -Uem~ CX. 
The complex X,e n+l is then repyesenicd by the scheme 
*1 e2 
. , , /y&* 
0 
ml m2 mi mk 
k n+l 
Lzf
etc 
where & is the composition 
and lies in st-mi. 
In terms of these schemes one can say that the Toda bracket (&, . . . , I%,) is 
defined if there is a diagram of schemes 
that is; the composition 
*1 
7 
_- _-------+- @ 
f bottom cell= ‘0 
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The composition fog is then a representative of the bracket. Put another-way, a
diagram 
I 5c . . . 
I % --------.” 
---_ 
hbott an cell = *O 
--m I 
implies that <&, . . . , &> is defined and contains the attaching map ((/ of the right 
hand complex. 
Note that a complex 
implies { &, 01, . u . , &) is defined and contains 8. In terms of these diagrams, the 
complex V(1) is represented by the diagrams 
cell structure cohomology structure 
The mapping cone of the map 
SOVS 2p@-o-2 ) so 
PVSl 
is represented by 
and the fact the composition 
s 2p@- v-2 ) so R “I1 ) so v p@-w 
7: . PVrr! 
is null homotopic allows to construct a complex represented by the diagrams 
cell stmcture ccshnmology structure. 
loo 
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